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Abstract
A framework for adaptive bandwidth mana ement in ATM based networks is presented. +he
central concept of this approach is an adaptive estimation of the aggregate effective bandwidth required by connections carried on each link of the
network. To achieve reliable results the estimation process takes into account both the trafic
source declarations and the connection super osition process measurements on the network inks.
This is done in an o timization framework provided by estimation t eory. I n the paper we concentrate on evaluation of a bandwidth reserved for
possible estimation error. For this purpose we
use the error covariance matrix from a linear two
state KQlman lter applied for the system state
estamataon.
he bandwidth reserved for the estimation error provides that the source parameter declarations can be more relaxed and that the
source policing can be less stringent.
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Introduction

The central objective of bandwidth mana ement in ATM based networks is to provide air
and efficient access to network resources for all
services while meeting Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. Several approaches were proposed
to achieve this objective. They range from effective bandwidth allocation concepts (e.g. [1, 2, 3,
41)via buffer reservation algorithms (e.g. [ 5 ] )and
permit schemes (e.g. [6]) to strategies based on
measurements (e.g. [i’]).All of them have certain strengths and weaknesses (see e.g. [ 5 ] ) . In
the paper we ropose an approach which, to a
large extent , eEminates basic weaknesses of the
effective bandwidth allocation concepts.
The main inconvenience with the effective (or
equivalent) bandwidth allocation is that the QoS
can be guaranteed only if the real source parameters conform to the source declarations or
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if the source declaration arameters can be enforced by a policing mectanism. Note that it
can be difficult for some sources to predict their
traffic parameters in advance. Also it might be
hard to enforce declarations of some statistical
parameters (e.g. mean rate). In [lo] it is argued that the drawbacks of the bandwidth management scheme based on effective bandwidth allocation can be avoided if an adaptive algorithm
is employed. The roposed adaptive a1 orithm
is based on both t f e source parameter 8eclarations and measurements of hnk connection superposition process parameters. This information
is used to estimate the aggregate effective bandwidth required by all connections carried on the
link. The aggregate effective bandwidth is estimated by means of a Kalman filter and is utilized
by the traffic admission control to decide whether
a new connection can be accepted.
Estimation of the aggregate effective bandwidth, instead of updating effective bandwidth
allocated to each connection based on the source
process measurement (as proposed in [9]), is rationalized by several factors. Firstly, it is usually
the connection superposition process which determines directly the QOS. Secondly, in general the
measurement of the super osition rocess is more
accurate than the sum o! the inchidual source
measurements. Lastly this approach fits very
well into connection admission procedure. The
results presented in [lo] show that the estimated
effective bandwidth adapts very well to the real
effective bandwidth even under very stressful and
non-stationary conditions.
In the paper we extend the model from [lo]
to provide certain guarantee for
vice. This is done by evaluation o?~%!n~~~h
reserved for possible estimation error. The bandwidth reserved for the estimation error provides
that the source arameter declaration! can be

more relaxed an$ that the source olicin can

be less stringent compared to the egctive fandwidth allocation based solely on the source
rameters declarations. It is important to un er-
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line that this flexibilit is achieved not at the expense of the network t roughput. Quite opposite,
the throughput in the case of adaptive mechanism
can be significant1 higher. This is explained by
the fact that in t e non-adaptive scheme many
sources which cannot predict well its parameters
would declare higher bandwidth requirements to
avoid policing mechanism interference.
In the first part of the paper (Section 2) the
proposed framework for network bandwidth management is presented. Central to the framework is
an estimation algorithm which evaluates the a gregate effective bandwidth required by alrealy
admitted connections. The a1 orithm is executed
at each network switch contro processor for each
outgoing link. The measurement of the connections superposition cell process on the link is performed at the switch output port. Since both
the declarations and measurements have errors
the framework includes the bandwidth reserved
for rotection against these errors. The general
mole1 for the estimation of the effective bandwidth and the bandwidth reserved for the estimation error is presented in Section 3. The
main idea is to decompose the process into two
parts. First the algorithm estimates certain parameters of the link connection superposition process. Then, based on these parameters, the control rocedure evaluates the corresponding bandwidt s required for connection admission decisions. The estimation of the chosen parameters
(mean and variance of the instant rate process) is
based on a two-state linear Kalman filter (other
applications of Kalman filter for network management can be found in [13, 141). This model provides also the basis for analysis and evaluation
of the parameter estimation errors (described in
Section 4). The details of the connection admission procedure, includin evaluation of the a gregate effective bandwidtf and the bandwidtf reserved for the estimation error, are given in Section 5. The numerical results (reported in Section
6) demonstrate that the algorithm copes very well
with unpredicted changes in source parameters by
providin good bandwidth efficiency and required
quality o service. Several further possible studies
based on the proposed model are indicated in the
concluding remarks (Section 7).
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Bandwidth Management Framework

In the following we describe a framework for
the proposed adaptive bandwidth management
scheme which is based on a three layer structure
of traffic entities illustrated in Fig.1.
The network bandwidth is allocated logical1
to the accepted connections by means of the tra fic admission and routing algorithms (see e.g.
[15]). The objective of this allocation is to provide, for all services, fair and efficient access to
the network resources which is quantified by the
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Figure 1: Three layer structure.
Grade of Service (GoS) measure (e.g. connection
rejection probability). The amount of bandwidth
allocated logically to each connection determines
the Quality of Service (QoS) on the cell layer (e.g.
cell loss probability).
In general two concepts for logical bandwidth
allocation to connections are being considered in
the ATM trials. In the first one each connection
is allocated bandwidth equal to the connection
peak rate, P. The advantage of this approach is
that the QoS can be easily guaranteed and the
implementation of the algorithm is simple. On
the other hand, in the case of burst sources, the
bandwidth utilization can be quite yow. The second option is so called effective (or equivalent)
bandwidth allocation which has been widely investigated in the literature (e.g.[l, 3, 4, 81). In
this case the gain from statistical multiplexing of
bursty sources is taken into account so the bandwidth allocated to a connection, g, is between the
peak rate and the average rate, A , of the connection, A 5 g 5 P . The optimal allocation provides that when all the link bandwidth is allocated to connections, the QoS constraint is ti ht,
thus maximum link utilization is achieved. [evera1 algorithms are proposed (e.g. [3, 4, 11, 121)
to evaluate effective bandwidth as a function of
the connection declared parameters, h:
9 = f,(h)

for given link speed, L. Throughout the paper we
assume that the function fg is available.
Note that the effective bandwidth concept
works optimally only if the connection declared
parameters (describing the connection cell process) are in agreement with the real connection
parameters which also implies that the connection cell process is stationary. These conditions
are seldom met for many services and in reality
the effective bandwidth required b a source can
be different from the declared vaue and moreover it can be time dependent. We describe this
feature by introducing the notion of connection
declaration error, c ( t ) , which defines the source
parameters at time t as h'(t) = h c ( t ) .
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To CO e with unpredictability of source parameters an $ malicious users man algorithms incorporate a source policing mec anism which provides that the connection arameters cannot exceed certain values, hP, de ned by policing mechanism parameters. In this case the effective bandwidth allocation based on olicer parameters will
uarantee the required Qo . There are two draw%acks of this approach. First1 since there is no
perfect mechanism which c o d olice statistical
arameters, the effective bandwiith based on poEcer parameters can be si nificantly hi her than
the one based on source eclarations. %econdly,
in many cases the source cannot predict well its
statistical parameters so this approach can force
source to declare overestimated parameters which
will reduce bandwidth utilization.
In the paper we propose and investigate an
alternative adaptive concept where the effective
bandwidth allocation is based mainly on the declarations and measurements while the policing
mechanism is assumed to have a secondary role.
The key element of this approach is incorporation
of a measurement rocess which allows to correct
the initial bandwi th allocation based on declarations and to adapt to non-stationary chan es in
the cell process. Concerning the measure I f process, the natural choice would seem to be measurement of the parameters of individual source
process since these parameters define the effective bandwidth required by the connection ([Cl]).
Nevertheless we chose the measurement of the
connection superposition process on each network
link. There are many reasons for this approach.
Firstly, it is the connection superposition process
on the link which determines directly the &OS.
Secondly, in general the measurement of the superposition process is more accurate than the sum
of the individual source measurements.
this approach fits ver well into connection a mission rocedures w ich are based on verification of t\e residual bandwidth on each link on
the chosen path.
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switch intelligence
t

tion concept is illustrated in Fig.2. where a control packet tries to reserve bandwidth g for a
new connection on link i. The switch intelligence checks whether the requested bandwidth
is smaller than (or equal to) the current residual
bandwidth, C. A natural definition of the current residual bandwidth would be the difference
between the link speed and the effective bandwidth of already accepted connections, G'. Since
the exact value of G' i s not known we use an estimate of this value, G. The estimated effective
bandwidth is a function of the declared parameters of accepted calls, H = Chi, and measured
parameters,
. .. .
2 , of the superposition process on
the link.
Observe that both the requested effective
bandwidth g and estimated effective bandwidth
of accepted calls G may be different from the real
values due to the declaration and estimation errors. Thus there exist certain probability that after acce tance of the new connection the effective
bandwilth G' will exceed link capacity resulting
in violating QoS constraints. In order to keep
this robability on acceptable level we introduce
ban widths reserved for errors so the acceptance
rule is defined as

B
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(1)

where R and r denote the bandwidths reserved
for estimation and declaration errors, respectively. Assuming close to optimal estimation,
this approach should provide higher bandwidth
utilization under less stringent source policing
and more relaxed source parameters declarations,
compared to non adaptive approach (under given
&OS constraints).

Control Model
In the followin we limit our considerations to
one output port o an ATM switch. The structure
of the considered system is illustrated in Fi 3a
where the set of sources is served by the A%M
link. Before elaborating further details of the con3
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Figure 3: System and bandwidth allocation structures.
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Figure 2: Adaptive bandwidth allocation coiicept.
The investigated adaptive bandwidth alloca-

trol procedure let us note that from the connection admission point of view we are interested in
discrete points of time. Thus the system will be
modeled in the discrete time domain where t k ,
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k = l,2.. denotes the instant of the system state

change, Xk-1 + Xk, caused either by a new connection, or by a connection release. In general
the system state can be described by a vector of
the source superposition process parameters. The
choice of the state description will be discussed
later.
The bandwidth management scheme for these
particular setting is illustrated in Fig.3b where
the ATM link bandwidth, L (represented by the
rectangle), is divided into three regions (in state
Xk-1): estimated aggregate effective bandwidth
required for the superposition process, G k - 1 ,
bandwidth reserved for estimation error, Rk-1,
and bandwidth available to new connections,
C k - 1 = L - Gk-1 - Rk-1. It is assumed that the
superposition process, S ( t ) , is measured in each
state resulting in the vector of measured superposition process parameters, Zk-1. The superposition process is also characterized by the vector
of parameters, Hk-1, being a function of the parameters declared by each source, h; (where i denotes the instant of the connection admission). A
new connection is admitted if its declared effective bandwidth, Qk, increased by the bandwidth
reserved for declaration error, ~ k is, smaller than
Ck-1. Throughout the paper we assume that the
function gk = f , ( h k ) is available.
The issue of estimation of Gk-1 and R k - 1 fits
very well into the framework of optimal estimation theory. In general it can be shown that, by
applying a recursive discrete filter the state of
our system Xk-1 could be estimated as a function
of the following parameters: Zk-1, hk-1 (the declared parameters of the connection added or released in the transition Xk-2 + Xk-l), G k - 2 (in
addition the knowledge of the declaration error
and measurement error distributions, assumed to
be gaussian, is required). This conclusion suggests that the natural choice for the state descri tion would be the aggregate effective bandwidti,
GL-l, so the required estimate, Gk-1, would be
achieved directly. While this approach is possible,
in the following we propose another state description which simplifies estimation process and provides that it is not limited to a particular model
for effective bandwidth evaluation.
There are two difficulties with direct estimation
of Gk-1. Firstly, the relation between the effective bandwidth and the parameters which can be
measured, G k - 1 = f & ( Z k - l ) , is in general non
linear. This feature im lies that a nonlinear filter
should be applied whic is typically more complex
and less accurate than a linear filter. Secondly, although one can find in the literature several models for evaluation of the effective bandwidth, these
algorithms are relatively complex and do not pro-
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vide a universal closed form solution. These characteristics significantly increase the complexity of
the problem since the function fe should be inverted in the estimation algorithm.
To avoid the mentioned problems we chose as
the state description a vector of the super osition
process arameters which can be direct y measured. &us a linear filter can be applied and the
inverse function problem becomes trivial. Having the estimate of the system state, X k - 1 , the
estimate of aggregate effective bandwidth can be
evaluated from a differential approach:

P

where X d ,Gd denote the values evaluated from
the declared arameters. In this manner the full
evaluation o the effective bandwidth function,
f ~ can
, be avoided in the estimation process.

P

Figure 4: Structure of the control system.
The general structure of the control system
with the decomposed estimation process is given
in Fig.4. The control model consists of three
distinct blocks: connection admission, estimation
and measurement. In the remainder of the paper
we describe and investigate a particular version of
this scheme where mean and variance of the instant rate of the superposition process are chosen
as the system state descri tion and measured parameters. While at first g ance it might be viewed
as a bold simplification observe that the a gregate effective bandwidth can be evaluated rom
the full set of declared parameters which take
into account all important source features while
the estimated parameters serve on1 to correct
this bandwidth allocation. The im ied assumption is that in general the sources
not change
their basic features associated with the type of
the connection (otherwise a more sophisticated
set of estimated and mea.sured paaameters should
be chosen).
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Estimation of the Mean and Variance
The objective of the estimator is to provide the

best estimate of the mean,
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of the instant rate of the connection su erposition process. We start by defining a mat ematical model of the considered system which constitutes the basis for optimal estimation. The state
of the system is defined as Xk = [Mk,VkIT. The
dynamics of the system model are illustrated in
Fig.5 and are defined by

K
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SYSTEM
MODEL

(3)
where e k denotes the model error and X k =
[ 6 m m k , 6,vkIT denotes either the declared mean
and variance of the accepted connection (6, =
6, = 1)or the normalized declared mean and variance of the relased connection (6, = -n;rk/M,d,
6, = -Vkk/V$ where the index d denotes parameters evaluated from declarations). It is assumed
that the model error, e k = [%I,,Z I , ] ~ ,is a gaussian
random variable with zero mean and covariance
matrix, Q k . The evaluation and interpretation
of the model error parameters is discussed in the
next section.
The system model in Fi 5 is complemented by
the measurement model w%ch provides the mea= [MI,,V k ] * .
sure of the parameters in state k, 21,
The delay corresponds to the fact tha.t the result
of measurement of the parameters is required at
the time of the next state change. The measurement model is defined as follows

Zk = Xk

+

Uk

Xt.1

Figure 5 : System model and Kalman filter.
From the form of ( 5 ) it is clear that the gain is a
weight which decides how much confidence should
be iven to the measurement vs. the declaration.
simplify further considerations let us introduce the transition matrix, Fk, with the following elements: a l l = M k $ z f y m k ,
a22 = v k - vk-l
1 +svvk ,

40

and a12 = a2
0. Thus the system model can
be described by=

XI,= F k X k - l

(4)

where uk = [ & f k , V k I T is the measurement error.
Like the model error, the measurement error is
assumed to be a gaussian random variable with
zero mean and known covariance matrix, YI,,(for
details see [lo]).
The system and measurement model fit very
well into the framework of linear recursive filters.
In the following we demonstrate application of
the linear discrete Kalman filter (see e.g. [16])
to the considered system. In general the Kalman
filter provides an optimal least-squares estimate
of a system state on condition the system is linear and the model and measurement errors are
gaussian random variables. In this a er we assume that these conditions are fulfilfef although
in reality the model error can have different distribution especially in the case of the system with
a policing mechanism (this issue will be discussed
in a separate publication). The dynamics of the
applied filter is shown in Fig.5. The system state
estimate update is given by

(5)
where X i = X k - 1 + z k denotes the state estimate
extrapolation and K k is the Kalman filter gain.

(6)

Then the Kalman gain can be evaluated from

(7)
where Pl denotes the estimate error covariance
matrix extrapolation given by

Pi = F k - 1 P k - l F k - IT

Qk-1

(8)

where PI, is updated estimate error covariance
matrix evaluated from
Pk

= [ I - Ir'k]P,"

(9)

Concerning the initial values we assume that the
system is empty at the time k = 0 so Xo = 0 and
Po = 0.

4.1 Estimation error
From the connection admission point of view it
is crucial that the estimation procedure provides
also an information about the possible estimation
error. In particular this information is necessary
to evaluate the bandwidth Rk reserved for the error in evaluation of GI,. The obvious basis for the
estimation error anal sis is the error covariance
matrix, PI,, In the folowing we assume that the
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estimation errors for mean and variance of the
instant rate rocess are independent.
Let us de ne the estimation errors for mean
and variance as

R

6y

= dk-h'fk
= v k - vk

6;

(10)

(11)

respectively. Under the gaussian assumption of
the model and measurement errors, the estimation error distributions are also aussian with zero
mean and variance defined by iagonal elements
of the error covariance matrix. Let p p , p: denote
the variances of S r and S;, respectively. These
variances can be used to evaluate the baqdwidth
Rk reserved for the error in evaluation of Gk. The
details of the procedure are given in Section 4.2.
The error covariance matrix is a function of the
measurement and model errors. While the assessment of the measurement error is rather straightforward (see [lo]), the model error requires more
thorough discussion. In general the model error
is a function of the declaration errors which are
defined as a difference between the real and declared connection parameters

5

cj(t)

= h;(t) - hj

where time t indicates that in general the error
can be nonstationary. The transformation of the
error into the discrete time domain can be done
in several ways. One possibility is to assume
ck+i = c ( t k + ; ) ; i = 0,1, ... where t k is the time of
connection acceptance. Another possibility is to
use an average error over the discretization interVal

In the context of our problem the second option
seems to be more appropriate since we are interested in QoS in the whole period between the
state transition. Then the model error is defined
bv

where index j corresponds to the new or departing connection and index i corresponds to existin connections. Observe that in general the peribetween the state transitions are si nificantly
shorter than the call duration. This eature indicates that althou h the connection parameters
might be different rom declarations, one can expect that there will be very large autocorrelation between the values in the subsequent system states so the terms under summation in (14)
will be small. Moreover, under the assumption
of statistical independence of the connection instant rate processes, these terms will be positive
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and negative. These premisses lead to the conclusion that the second term in (14) can be neglected
so the model error can be approximated by the
declaration error of the new or departing connection
ek = cj,k
(15)
In this case the covariance matrix of the model
error is defined by the predicted variances of declaration errors for mean and variance, v r and w;f
respectively. These values can be evaluated from
statistics. In our model it is assumed that the
declaration errors have aussian distribution with
zero mean. Note that tfis approximation is exact
when each connection process is stationary.

5

Connection Admission

Estimation of aggregate effective
bandwidth
To simplify presentation we omit the time index in this section. In general the estimated parameters X = [A?, VIT are not sufficient to evaluate accurately the ag regate effective bandwidth.
In the proposed mo 8;el we use these parameters
only to evaluate the deviation in the effective
bandwidth allocation compared to the reference
point which is defined by the declared parameters, X d . Thus we are looking for the following
function
G = fac(X - X d ,G d )
To estimate this function one can use approximations based on theoretical models presented in
[17, 18, 191. For a link with small buffers the suggested admissible region is defined by
5.1

M t Ql
< PI
(17)
where Q and p depend on buffer capacity, link
speed and QoS constraint. For relatively large
buffers, an analysis using large deviations [19] implies the following approximation
M t Q2

- v < P2

This relation is also confirmed by empirical results reported in [12].
In the following we will use the relation (18)
although the procedure is equally applicable to
(17). Based on (18), for particular state of accepted connections, we will have

Gd = y . M d t 0 .Vd

(19)
We assume that the coefficient is independent
from the current state and can e evaluated off
line based on link speed and QoS constraint.
Then the coefficient 8,for a given state, is evaluated from
Gd-y-Md
O=
Vd

1
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Finally the estimated effective bandwidth of the
connection superposition process is given by

G=y.h2+9.P

(21)

Bandwidth reserved for errors
Before discussing the details of evaluation of
the bandwidths reserved for errors, R , T , it is important to define more precisely what is the design objective of the connection admission rocedure and how the quality of this procedure s ould
be judged? The answers to these questions are
not straightforward. Note that the main criterion of connection admission is to provide that
the &OS constraint is met (on the cell level). In
our model this requirement is fulfilled when the
real bandwidth required by the admitted connections does not exceed the link capacity, G‘, I: L.
Obviously strict execution of this condition might
cause that the reserved bandwidth will be large.
Thus to im rove bandwidth utilization we allow
that G;I.> with certain small probability:
5.2

R

E

P{G;I.> L } 5

I g k + T k = L - (Gk-1 + Rk-I)} 5 E

(23)
In this case the quality is defined for the critical
case where the residual capacity is equal to the
one required by a new connection. Observe that
condition (23) is also fulfilled when

The latter condition constitutes the basis for desi n and evaluation of the proposed connection
a mission procedure.
The sum T k + &-1
could be evaluated from
the superposition of distributions of g i and GL-l.
Nevertheless from the connection admission viewpoint it is more convenient to se arate evaluation
of T k from evaluation of Rk-1. he main reason
behind this approach is that we would like to have
a very sim le decision algorithm.
For the landwidth reserved for the declaration
error we apply a conservative approach where the

li

%

is defined by the connection peak

T k = pk - g k
(25)
Concerning the bandwidth reserved for the estimation error, under the gaussian assumptions of
the estimated mean and variance errors, the estimated bandwidth error, SG = Gk - GL, has also
gaussian distribution. Thus under the assumption of the mean and variance independence we
have

where U ( € ) denotes coefficient derived from the
normalized gaussian distribution which provides
that

6

Nuiiierical Results

We start from description of a simulation
model used for assessment of the proposed algorithms. To avoid excessive complexity of the s stem we simplified the model as much as possi le
to concentrate on the main issues. In particular
on1 the instant rate layer is modeled and the link
buffer has zero length. Also the investigation is
limited to homogeneous sources.
The requests for connections are generated
with intensity X (Poissonian distribution) and
mean holding time p-l (exponential distribution). The connections are of on-off type and are
described by the peak rate, P,fixed burst length,
B , and the average silence length, S (exponential
distribution). This parameters together with &OS
constraint and link capacity are used for computation of the effective bandwidth. The declaration error can be generated in many wa s. For
our study we have chosen the burst lengt as the
parameter influenced by the error. C
OncerninE
the error distribution we applied a model
whic
is significant1 different from the Kalman filter
assumption. hamely the error generator has two
cyclic states (“on” and “off”) with the same period T . When the generator is in the state “on7’
all connections accepted in this state are generated with the burst length larger than the declared one (B’ = B A B ) . In the “off” state all
new connections are generated with the declared
burst length (for entire duration of the connection). Note that in this case the error has no zero
mean. The reason for this model is to evaluate
the adaptation scheme under more stressing conditions. Since there is no buffer in the system
the QoS is given by the probability of packet loss
defined as
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There is one drawback of this formulation.
Namely this probability depends strongly on the
connection arrival process and connection bandwidth requirements. In particular the smaller
traffic level the smaller P { G ; > L } . This feature
indicates that the condition (22) is not convenient
for the connection admission algorithm design.
To cope with the issue we propose another definition of connection admission procedure quality
which is independent from the connection arrival
rocess and connection bandwidth requirements.
ft is based on the following conditional probability

P{G; > L

parameter
rate, Pkz

l

+

Number d comecuyHi
Number of modfied

-

----.

where d ( t ) denotes the instant rate and [z]+ = z
for z 2 0 and [XI+ = 0 for z < 0. Observe
that, due to the source model and lack of the
buffer, the OS for a given number of sources can
be evaluate analytically from the binomial distribution. In the simulation package this model
is used to evaluate both the effective bandwidth
from the source declarations, gk = f , ( h k ) , and
the aggregate effective bandwidth based on the
real parameters, GL-l (to assess the accuracy of
the adaptation scheme).

3

The exam le selected for presentation is defined by the Following parameters: link and connection parameters - L = 25, X = 200-l, p-l =
50000 ; source parameters - P = 1, B = 50,
S = 70, @ = 0.1,
= 0.1 ; error generator parameters: T = 200000, B' = 100
A sample of the effective bandwidth allocation
dynamics, during a art of the simulation run, is
presented in Fi .6. E i Fi .6a the total number of
connections an the num er of connections with
modified burst length are iven. As we can see
during the "on" period of t f e error generator the
parameters of almost all connections are modified
while at the end of the "off" period almost all
connections have the declared parameters.
The trajectory of the real aggregate effective
bandwidth, G', and the difference between the
estimated and real aggregate effective bandwidth,
G - G', are presented in Fi Ab. The estimated
ag regate effective bandwidti tracks well the real
vake. It can be noticed that the highest underestimation of the effective bandwidth occurs during
the "on)) period of the error generator. Nevertheless the bandwidth reserved for estimation error
provides that the real aggre ate effective bandwidth does not exceed the lin capacity.
The efficiency of the proposed adaptive algorithm is underlined in F i g . 6 ~where the estimated
aggregate effective bandwidth allocation, G , and
the declared a gregate effective bandwidth, Gd
are plotted. T e large gap between the two trajectories, in the periods when the number of modified calls is significant, indicates that the connection admission scheme based solely on the declared ammeters would allow too many calls and
the reay aggregate effective bandwidth would si nificantly exceed the allocated capacity. Ad&tionally the bandwidth reserved for the estimation error R is depicted in Fig.&.
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Figure 6: Trajectories of the system variables vs.
simulation time.

We have described a general framework for
adaptive bandwidth management in ATM based
networks. The central concept of this framework
is adaptive estimation of the a gregate effective
bandwidth re uired by accepte connections on
each networktnk. In order to take advantage of
all available informations the estimation process

5
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takes into account both the traffic source declarations and the connection superpositio? process
measurements. This is done in an optimization
framework provided by the estimation theory. To
provide re uired QoS the estimation error is analyzed. T I e analysis is based on the error covariance matrix from the applied linear two state
Kalman filter. The covariance matrix is used to
evaluate bandwidth reserved for the estimation
error.
The numerical study of the roposed scheme
demonstrated that the ap roac copes well with
undeclared changes in tra
i!f c arameters. In particular it was shown that the {andwidth reserved
for estimation error provides that the quality of
service requirements are met even though the
sources exceed the declared avera e rate by 50%.
At the same time it was indicated t at the scheme
based solely on declarations can cause significant
deterioration of the QoS.
There are several further model extensions
which could be investigated. For example, the
influence of the olicing mechanism on the error analysis can e verified. Also the measurement process constitutes an important area for
study where declared and measured autocorrelation functions can play an important role. More
complex filters can be tried to check whether it
is possible to estimate some characteristics corres ondin more directly to the QoS. Finally the
pro%lem correlated sources can be investigated
since the model can cope with such cases.
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